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The industry’s fastest and most productive hopper gun texture spray system

MINNEAPOLIS--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Apr. 16, 2018-- Graco Inc. (NYSE:GGG), a leading manufacturer of fluid handling equipment, is proud to

introduce the TexSprayTM FastFinishTM Pro Texture Spray System. An ideal solution for professional contractors and remodelers, this new compact
and portable system significantly improves productivity and reduces operator fatigue on small to medium-sized texture jobs.

This new high-performance system is designed specifically for texture spraying applications and leverages Graco’s six decades of significant spraying
innovation. With a revolutionary pressure-boosted hopper gun and continuous-flow air compressor, the FastFinish Pro Texture Spray System is
engineered to deliver exceptional texture finishes up to six times faster than systems with traditional gravity-fed hoppers.

“Hopper guns have remained the same since they were introduced to the marketplace over 85 years ago. We decided it was time to change the game
and improve every aspect of the technology. We understand that time is money, especially for contractors. The FastFinish Pro Texture Spray System is
designed specifically to help contractors deliver a quality finish in less time so they can move to the next job quicker and make more money,” said Bob
Gundersen, Global Product Marketing Manager at Graco.

The FastFinish Pro Texture Spray System handles a wide range of materials and delivers the performance of a large system in a small, portable
solution. While the system components can be purchased separately, the combination of the pressure-boosted hopper gun and high-efficiency
continuous-flow air compressor delivers consistent air and material for a uniform finish, while drastically reducing application time with thick or thin
material mixes. Increased airflow delivers exceptional consistency with popcorn, orange peel and knockdown textured finishes, even on high and
hard-to-reach surfaces, like vaulted ceilings.

To learn more about the TexSpray FastFinish Pro Texture Spray System and other equipment, visit www.graco.com/fastfinish.

ABOUT GRACO
Graco Inc. supplies technology and expertise for the management of fluids and coatings in both industrial and commercial applications. It designs,
manufactures and markets systems and equipment to move, measure, control, dispense and spray fluid and powder materials. A recognized leader in
its specialties, Minneapolis-based Graco serves customers around the world in the manufacturing, processing, construction and maintenance
industries. For additional information about Graco Inc., please visit us at www.graco.com or on Twitter @GracoInc.
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